


SPA MONTAGE
Beverly Hills featuring L.RAPHAEL

Spa Montage Beverly Hills offers the finest in spa, beauty and wellness. 
Our premier 20,000-square-foot urban oasis is extravagant, warmly appointed 
and luxurious. Whether you are seeking a relaxing escape or a complete transformation, 
our expertly trained team help you attain all of your goals for beauty and well-being.

Revel in resort-style amenities, including steam rooms, dry redwood saunas, whirlpools, 
private lounges and a mineralized wellness pool. 

Enjoy the best hair and makeup artistry in Los Angeles with the ultimate finishing 
touches in the renowned Kim Vō Beauty Salon. 

From lavish facials and rejuvenating massages to holistic wellness therapies and 
cutting-edge fitness classes, Spa Montage Beverly Hills stands ready to offer you your 
most memorable spa experience.

L.RAPHAEL
Spa Montage Beverly Hills is the exclusive west coast destination in the United 
States for L.RAPHAEL Genève – ultra-premium, technologically advanced 
skincare, beauty and anti-aging treatments. Oxygen, ultrasound and anti-gravity 
therapies, proprietary technology and superior ingredient formulations all enable 
L.RAPHAEL’s treatments and products to reach beneath the surface of the skin and 
help you recapture the incredible look and feel of youthful vitality.



FACIAL THERAPIES
Experience immediate and long term skincare results with L.RAPHAEL’s high 
performance treatments. Exclusive ingredients and proprietary technologies work 
synergistically to address the beauty needs of our guests regardless of age and skin 
condition.

L.RAPHAEL PERFECTION ANTI-AGING FACIAL
60 / 90 Minutes   •   $345 / $425
This highly effective anti-aging facial uses L.RAPHAEL’s Perfection line 
featuring pure lecithin, omega 3 and vitamins A, C and E. These ingredients work 
together to rejuvenate skin and reverse the visible signs of aging. Your skin is left 
looking and feeling younger, with renewed radiance and elasticity.

L.RAPHAEL ULTIMATE FIRMING 
AND LIFTING REVITALIZING FACIAL
60 / 90 Minutes   •   $285 / $365
Featuring L.RAPHAEL’s Ultimate line, this skin firming facial restores suppleness and 
bounce to mature skin. The treatment includes an intensive hydrating mask to boost 
skin’s natural collagen production. The results – skin that looks and feels 
noticeably lifted.

L.RAPHAEL PROACTIVE RADIANCE FACIAL 
WITH PURE VITAMIN C
60 / 90 Minutes   •   $285 / $365
This rejuvenating facial uses L.RAPHAEL’s Proactive line to harness the pure, potent 
antioxidant power of vitamin C. The treatment includes exfoliation and a correcting 
mask to even skin tone, fade sun and age spots and restore skin’s natural radiance.

L.RAPHAEL MINERAL SKIN RE-BALANCING FACIAL
60 / 90 Minutes   •   $235 / $335
Using L.RAPHAEL’s Mineral line, this deep cleansing facial re-balances skin, controls 
excess oil production and refines pores. Your skin is left looking and feeling cleaner, 
clearer and revitalized. 

L.RAPHAEL “SECRETS OF THE COTE D’AZUR” 
CUSTOMIZED FACIAL
60 / 90 / 120 Minutes   •   $295  / $380 / $455
Let an expertly trained L.RAPHAEL esthetician design the ideal facial to meet your 
skincare needs. Choose from targeted cleansing, anti-aging, skin balancing, firming or 
hydrating treatments to deliver immediate results.

L.RAPHAEL GENTLEMAN’S FACIAL
60 Minutes   •   $275
This deep cleansing facial helps refresh and balance your skin. It is customized to your 
unique skin type and concludes with a relaxing neck and scalp massage.

L.RAPHAEL ENHANCEMENTS
Royal C Mask   •   $80
Perfection Ampoule   •   $40

FACIAL TECHNOLOGIES
L.RAPHAEL OXY-PEEL ANTI-AGING TREATMENT
60 Minutes   •   $890
A multi-step treatment, this facial uses oxygen and L.RAPHAEL’s exclusive LEC-40 
Complex to rejuvenate skin and dramatically reverse the visible signs of aging. LEC-40 
combines omega 3 and vitamins A, C and E with pure lecithin to enable active 
ingredients to penetrate deep into the skin. Together, these actives firm skin, smooth 
away lines and wrinkles and restore radiance and elasticity.

L.RAPHAEL OXY STAR ANTI-PIGMENTATION TREATMENT
60 Minutes   •   $1,100
This advanced oxygen treatment evens skin tone and offers superior anti-aging benefits. 
White truffles disperse melanin beneath the surface of skin to fade existing sun spots and 
age spots. A collagen mask enhances collagen production to firm skin and diminish lines 
and wrinkles. The result is younger looking, velvety soft skin.

L.RAPHAEL OXY EMERGENCY EYE TREATMENT
60 Minutes   •   $790
This superior eye treatment features pure oxygen, L.RAPHAEL’s exclusive Emergency 
Eye Rescue Complex and a special collagen mask and massage to address all of your eye 
area concerns, including dark circles, puffiness, fine lines and wrinkles. The delicate skin 
around the eyes will appear visibly lifted and your face will look revitalized and refreshed.

L.RAPHAEL ROYAL C TREATMENT
90 Minutes   •   $1,400
This advanced technology facial utilizes a high concentration of oxygen and vitamin C to 
provide powerful anti-aging results. Oxygenated vitamin C and L.RAPHAEL’S LEC-40 
Complex are infused into skin, reducing protein fiber damage while enhancing collagen 
production. Through the application of the Power Cure C facial mask followed by a 
firming mask, ingredients penetrate skin even further to reduce pigmentation, minimize 
pore size, decrease the appearance of wrinkles and even skin tone. After only one 
treatment, skin is left looking radiant and noticeably brighter. 



BODY TECHNOLOGIES
L.RAPHAEL OXY SLIM
60 Minutes   •   $690
This treatment uses oxygen and L.RAPHAEL’s exclusive Slimming 
Complex with black currant seed and apricot oils, to slim and reshape the body. 
The treatment includes three massages using a unique slimming gel, a fat burning 
serum and a special firming body oil to tighten and tone the body for a slimmer, 
more youthful physique.

L.RAPHAEL OXY ANTI-CELLULITE & TIGHTENING
60 Minutes   •   $790
This treatment features oxygen combined with L.RAPHAEL’s exclusive 
Anti-Cellulite Complex. The complex contains caffeine, menthol and green tea 
extract to stimulate blood flow, dispersing excess fat that collects just beneath the 
surface of skin, leaving skin smoother and less “dimpled”.

L.RAPHAEL OXY ANTI-STRETCH MARKS
60 Minutes   •   $790
Using oxygen, vitamins and botanical extracts, this treatment diminishes the 
appearance of stretch marks, leaving skin radiant and revitalized. The treatment 
also includes a fat-burning massage and toning body oil to lift and firm skin and 
restore its health and vitality.

L.RAPHAEL OXY ANTI-AGING, 
ANTI-CELLULITE & TIGHTENING
60 Minutes   •   $890
Treat your body to total rejuvenation that goes beyond firming 
and cellulite reduction to deliver comprehensive anti-aging benefits. This 
multi-step treatment features three of L.RAPHAEL’s signature formulas, a 
Slimming Complex, an Anti-Cellulite Complex and an Anti-Aging Complex to 
tighten and tone skin, reduce cellulite and diminish the visible signs of aging.

L.RAPHAEL OXY-SCALP-HEALTHY HAIR 
REVITALIZING TREATMENT
60 Minutes   •   $690
This intensive treatment helps prevent hair loss and stimulates the body’s natural 
hair growth for healthier hair and scalp. The treatment includes a hair mask and 
scalp massage using extracts known to promote hair growth and improve hair 
health. The results are thicker hair with unbelievable body and shine.

FACIAL TECHNOLOGIES
L.RAPHAEL OXY-PEEL BALANCING 
ANTI-ACNE TREATMENT
60 Minutes   •   $790
This treatment features L.RAPHAEL’s advanced Oxy-Tech II machine and an 
exclusive Anti-Acne Complex comprised of 70 botanical extracts to significantly 
improve the look and feel of oil-prone and combination skin. Skin is re-texturized 
for a radiant, blemish-free, even-toned complexion.

L.RAPHAEL ULTRA-LIFTING FACE AND NECK
60 Minutes   •   $790
Using ultrasound technology and electrical stimulation, this treatment lifts and 
firms facial skin, smooths away lines and wrinkles and leaves skin velvety soft. 
Electrical stimulation strengthens facial muscles and improves microcirculation, 
enhancing skin’s elasticity and promoting a radiant, healthy glow.

L.RAPHAEL ULTRA-LIFTING EYES
60 Minutes   •   $690
Using ultrasound technology and electrical stimulation, this treatment effectively 
lifts and firms the delicate skin around the eyes, diminishes the appearance of under 
eye circles and smooths away fine lines and wrinkles. 

L.RAPHAEL BEAUTY DIAMOND
60 Minutes   •   $690
This machine assisted facial helps improve your skin’s appearance by reducing 
fine lines, wrinkles and early signs of sun damage. Skin will become noticeably 
smoother and softer.



BODY THERAPIES
With a focus on your specific needs to achieve total body wellness, L.RAPHAEL and Spa 
Montage signature body therapies are uniquely designed to reinvigorate your senses, restore 
peace of mind and deliver scientifically advanced, long-lasting skincare benefits.

L.RAPHAEL “SECRETS OF THE DEAD SEA” 
TIGHTENING AND TONING BODY TREATMENT
120 Minutes   •   $680
This treatment begins with a full-body resurfacing with our exclusive cherry blossom 
exfoliating scrub, featuring a powerful blend of mineral-rich Dead Sea salts and a rinse 
under our Vichy shower. Next, relax as warm mud is applied and you are cocooned in a 
wrap. The treatment concludes with a massage and our signature Perfect Body toning oil 
to stimulate detoxification and tighten and tone skin.

L.RAPHAEL DEAD SEA DETOXIFYING BODY POLISH
120 Minutes   •   $680
This treatment begins with a full-body exfoliation using a mango and sesame body 
scrub to stimulate oxygen flow and encourage cell renewal. After a refreshing rinse 
under our Vichy shower, a warm detoxifying blend of mineral-rich mud from the 
Dead Sea is applied, followed by another brisk rinse and a relaxing body massage. 

L.RAPHAEL DEAD SEA HEALING BODY POLISH
120 Minutes   •   $680 
This treatment uses the intensely therapeutic powers of our balancing coconut polish 
and Dead Sea mud mask, while aromatic steam envelops your body. Next, enjoy a 
refreshing rinse under our Vichy shower, followed by a deeply relaxing massage with 
our Toning Body Silk.

ULTIMATE UNWIND REMEDY
90 Minutes   •   $350
To prepare your body for superb results, your experience begins with a muscle-melting 
underwater massage in our state-of-the-art European Hydrotherapy Tub. It is followed by 
a 60 minute full-body massage that is designed to help you achieve deep relaxation.

BODY FIRMING DETOX
90 Minutes   •   $350
Refine and firm body contours and promote detoxification as you re-energize. An 
exclusive dry brush technique and nutrient-rich algae wrap helps exfoliate the skin, 
stimulate lymphatic drainage, promote circulation and activate lipolysis with ginger 
and caffeine. This treatment leaves you remarkably firmer and more energized.

ILLUMINATING BODY TREATMENT
90 Minutes   •   $350 
Illuminate your body from head to toe with this results-driven treatment. This 
multi-active experience incorporates an exfoliation and a stimulating body buff 
intended to improve texture and brighten skin. Your treatment concludes with an 
application of blended oils and a face and décolleté treatment to leave your face 
and skin glowing.

ROYAL RENEWAL
90 Minutes   •   $350 
Begin with an invigorating full-body exfoliation, followed by a pampering back, 
neck and shoulder massage with organic oil and warm healing stones. Finish with 
a luxurious pressure point scalp massage to complete this soothing and healing 
head-to-toe service. 

HAMMAM VICHY RITUAL
90 Minutes   •   $325
A unique hammam experience combines ancient Eastern traditions with 
detoxifying and organic aromatherapy oils. Your journey begins with an exfoliation 
accompanied by a hydrating body wash. A signature scalp massage and hair wash 
coupled with a hydrating body lotion ritual followed to leave you deeply nourished.

BODY EXFOLIATION
60 Minutes   •   $235 
Natural exfoliants smooth and refine skin texture, stimulate circulation and leave
the body soft, refreshed and rejuvenated.

MAGNESIUM RITUAL
90 Minutes   •   $320
This magnesium-infused treatment aids in promoting normal energy levels, sleep, 
circulation, metabolism and muscle movement. Nourish your skin with a dry brush and 
relaxing massage along with a mineral soak in our European Hydrotherapy Tub.

KUR
90 Minutes   •   $320
An energizing ritual blends the therapeutic benefits of thermal minerals with essential 
oils. The revitalizing treatment combines three therapies — brisk salt exfoliation, an 
herbal bath and an aromatherapy massage.



ELEMENTS 
OF WELLNESS
Indulge in a Master Therapy Experience. Restore energy that was thought to be long 
gone. Drawn from the expertise of the Master Therapist, indulge in a specially tailored 
treatment using a repertoire of massage techniques and tools. Your therapist first takes 
time to understand the profile of each guest before customizing a package best suited to 
meet your needs.

ELEMENTS OF WELLNESS SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE
120 Minutes   •   $500
Elevate your wellness to a new level by experiencing the best that spa science and 
ancient wisdom can offer. In this customized body balancing experience, a Master 
Therapist selects from a spectrum of spa therapies, such as massage, aromatherapy, 
reflexology, dermatome therapy, water therapies and thalassotherapy. A customized 
treatment is then developed to address your specific concerns and wellness goals to set 
you on a path of ultimate well-being and vitality.

ELEMENTS OF WELLNESS SIGNATURE THERAPY
90 / 120 Minutes   •   $350 / $450
Your journey to complete wellness begins with this extraordinary body therapy. 
Drawing from a palette of spa bodywork offerings, your Master Therapist creates a 
personalized therapy for true balance and renewal. A variety of therapies are offered, 
including elements of traditional massages, aromatherapy, gentle connective tissue 
massage or balancing reflexology. This ideal holistic therapy is coupled with a personal 
blend of aromatic oils to interrupt stress patterns, remedy aches and pains, strengthen 
the immune system and create an intensely deepened state of relaxation followed by a 
renewed sense of vitality.

ORGANIC TREATMENTS
We offer organic treatments that use only the highest quality, ecologically-responsible, vegan 
skincare products. These treatments are designed for our ingredient-conscious guests.

ORGANIC OCEAN FACIAL
60 / 90 Minutes   •   $235 / $335
This facial restores a natural glow, leaving the skin soft and refreshed. Custom 
cleansing combined with organic seaweed extracts and pure essential oils boosts 
antioxidant activity. A nurturing facial massage, customized organic mask and hand 
treatment complete the experience.

EARTH AND SEA POLISH
60 Minutes   •   $235
Dry brushing eliminates toxins from your skin, relieves stress and boosts circulation. 
An invigorating full-body scrub uses organic algae and sea salts harvested from around 
the world, followed by a rinse under our Vichy shower to exfoliate and soften your skin. 
A blissful neck and shoulder massage with an anti-aging coconut oil blend leaves you 
feeling relaxed, refreshed and renewed.





MASSAGE
Whether suffering from travel fatigue, work-induced stress, specific aches and pains 
or seeking new ways to unwind, our massage therapists will draw upon their extensive 
bodywork repertoire to provide relaxation and relief with artful work in massage therapy.

L.RAPHAEL SIGNATURE BODY RITUAL MASSAGE
90 / 120 Minutes   •   $440 / $580
Experience deep inner harmony with our most luxurious L.RAPHAEL massage. 
This treatment is entirely customizable and begins with a relaxing foot massage to 
identify your unique area of focus. Then your massage therapist guides you through an 
aromatherapy journey of L.RAPHAEL massage oils. This allows you to select a massage oil 
that is perfectly attuned with your state of well-being. The ritual proceeds with a relaxing 
full-body massage, concluding with a sequence of relaxation vibrations that allows you to 
drift into pure bliss.

BEVERLY BODY BLISS
60 / 90 Minutes   •   $230 / $330 
A light-to-medium pressure massage using primarily Swedish techniques to help you achieve 
deep relaxation, increased circulation, muscle detoxification and flexibility. Tailor blended 
essential oils allow for deeper relaxation, a still mind and an inner sense of well-being.

BEVERLY BODY RESCUE
60 / 90 Minutes   •   $230 / $330 
Relieve muscle pain and tension with this strong pressure massage, which targets the deeper 
layers of muscle and connective tissue. Prepare for this more intense bodywork with a deep 
breathing ritual and complete your recovery with our special blend of detoxifying oils. 

PRENATAL MASSAGE
60 / 90 Minutes   •   $230 / $330 
Designed for the mother-to-be, this customized massage is intended to relieve some of 
the discomforts of pregnancy, reduce stress and increase circulation. The Prenatal 
Massage is only recommended after the first trimester.  

REFLEXOLOGY
30 / 60 Minutes   •   $175 / $250
Based on the Ancient Wisdom Art of Chinese Medicine, reflexology provides alternating 
thumb pressure on your feet and/or hands, which releases the body’s natural energy flow 
and encourages full body wellness. 

BALANCING STONE MASSAGE
60 / 90 Minutes   •   $250 / $325
This full-body massage utilizes hot and cold stones. The hot stones create deep muscle 
penetration, easing tension and reducing inflammation. The radiating heat allows the 
melting of aches and pains, creating a feeling of restored balance.

COUPLE’S EXPERIENCES
Couple’s treatments are a wonderful way to reconnect and indulge as you take time to 
relax and unwind together in our beautiful spa sanctuary.

COUPLE’S MASSAGE
60 / 90 Minutes   •   $230 / $330 per person 
The body and mind relax and the stresses of the day are long forgotten during this massage 
for two. Enjoy side-by-side massages with custom blended massage oils. Finish with a 
complimentary glass of prosecco.

TIME FOR TWO OR JUST FOR YOU
90 Minutes   •   $345 per person 
This experience begins with a side-by-side deep body exfoliation that will leave skin soft 
and smooth to the touch. As you both begin to surrender into relaxation, you hear the 
dance of Vichy rainfall as the room is enveloped with warm steam. Together, as you fall 
even deeper into the ultimate state of bliss, you receive a full-body massage. 
This treatment leaves you feeling connected, rejuvenated and relaxed.



SPA PACKAGES
Relax and unwind with a half or full spa day experience at Spa Montage Beverly Hills. 

Full-Day

DAY OF INDULGENCE
3 ½ Hours   •   $625 
You’ll see and feel ultimately transformed with this full-day package. Start with a 60 minute 
Beverly Body Bliss or Beverly Body Rescue massage, followed by a 60 minute L.RAPHAEL 
“Secrets Of The Cote D’azur” Customized Facial. Finish with a perfectly polished Classic 
Manicure and Pedicure and lunch at The Rooftop Grill with a $30 dining credit. 

LIVE BEAUTIFULLY
5 Hours  •   $750 
The perfect day of beauty includes a 60 minute Body Scrub, a 90 minute L.RAPHAEL 
“Secrets Of The Cote D’azur” Customized Facial, a Classic Manicure and Pedicure and 
a blow dry at Kim Vō Salon. Enjoy a complimentary glass of prosecco and lunch at The 
Rooftop Grill with a $30 dining credit.

Half-Day

ULTIMATE ESCAPE
2 Hours   •   $475 
Experience the ultimate escape with a 60 minute L.RAPHAEL “Secrets Of The Cote D’azur” 
Customized Facial followed by a 60 minute Beverly Body Bliss or Beverly Body Rescue massage.

VITAL ENERGY
2 ½ Hours   •   $400 
Enjoy a personalized approach to your wellness with a one-hour private training 
session followed by the 90 minute Ultimate Unwind Therapy, a water massage in a 
state-of-the-art European Hydrotherapy Tub and a 60 minute massage. A refreshing 
green juice completes the experience.

NAIL SERVICES
Our manicure and pedicure services take you on a unique scent journey matched with 
your favorite aroma and special finishing touches.

CLASSIC MANICURE
30 Minutes   •   $70 
Buff, file, trim and treat your nails.

CLASSIC PEDICURE
45 Minutes   •   $105 
Buff, file, scrub, trim and treat your nails.

BEVERLY HILLS MANICURE
45 Minutes   •   $100 
A glamorous manicure, which includes a soothing hot stone massage and a dusting of 
24k gold finishes with a designer polish application. A complimentary glass of prosecco 
is yours to enjoy while indulging. 

BEVERLY HILLS PEDICURE
60 Minutes   •   $150 
A glamorous pedicure, which includes a soothing hot stone massage and a dusting of 
24k gold finishes with a designer polish application. A complimentary glass of prosecco 
is yours to enjoy while indulging. 

CORRECTING PEDICURE
60 Minutes   •   $150 
This therapeutic pedicure leaves your legs and feet refreshed, renewed and glowing. 
An energizing foot soak and exfoliating buff refines texture and brightens the skin to 
relieve tired, dull legs and feet. 

EXECUTIVE POLISH CHANGE
20 Minutes   •   $50 
Filing and fresh application of polish.



SPA BOUTIQUE
Enjoy the Spa Montage retail boutique while browsing a thoughtfully curated 
assortment of stylish leisure and active wear, mineral-based beauty products, chic 
accessories and unique gift items. Peruse the upscale collection of fashionable swim, 
lounge and leisure wear from several luxury designers with pieces fit for any occasion.  
Replenish your skin with organic facial products from OSEA coupled with rejuvenating 
products for the body by Kerstin Florian. As the only west coast destination for luxury 
skincare brand L.RAPHAEL Genève, the Spa Montage boutique is also the exclusive 
retailer of the scientifically designed, highly results-driven facial and body products 
from the renowned Swiss skin experts. All guests are welcome.  

225 North Canon Drive, Beverly Hills, CA 90210
Spa Direct (310) 860 -7840

Hotel (310) 860 -7800
montagehotels.com

SPA MONTAGE SOIREE
Ideal for bridal and baby showers, business retreats, and intimate 

social gatherings, a Spa Montage Soiree is sure to create lifelong memories 
of joyful celebration, health and wellness. 

Enhance your event with a spa program tailored to your group. Our dedicated Spa Sales 
Manager will assist you in planning a unique experience from start to finish. Programs are fully 

customizable and include a variety of activities  — from body treatments to group wellness classes.
Conclude with lunch poolside at The Rooftop Grill for a day that will not soon be forgotten. 



225 North Canon Drive, Beverly Hills, CA 90210
Spa Direct (310) 860 -7840

Hotel (310) 860 -7800
montagehotels.com


